Help Kitty find her horn!

Complete the maze and help Kitty transform into a Kitty-Corn.
Make our own

KITTY-CORN HORN!

Now you can be a Kitty-Corn with your own horn. Color in your horn below. Then, with an adult’s help, cut out the horn, and roll it up (the short flat edge becomes the point of the horn). Then tape it together, punch holes for string or elastic, and you’re ready to be the best YOU-nicorn!
Use your **itty-bitty BIG imagination!**

Kitty and Unicorn are both Kitty-Corns! Use your imagination to help this Giraffe and Elephant become Eleph-Affes! Add spots to the Elephant, bigger ears to the Giraffe, and more to create your own fun combinations! Then, color in your masterpiece!
Use your **ITTY-BITTY BIG IMAGINATION!**

Kitty and Unicorn are both Kitty-Corns! Use your imagination to help this Parakeet and Gecko become Gecko-Keets! Add feathers to the Gecko, a tail to the Parakeet, and more to create your own fun combinations! Then, color in your masterpiece!
Use your **itty-bitty BIG imagination!**

Kitty and Unicorn are both Kitty-Corns! Use your imagination to help this Octopus and Dog become Octo-Dogs! Add ears to the Octopus, extra legs to the Dog, and more to create your own fun combinations! Then, color in your masterpiece!
Use your **itty-bitty BIG imagination!**

Kitty and Unicorn are both Kitty-Corns! Use your imagination to help this Dolphin and Kitty become Kitty-Phins! Add ears to the Dolphin, a fin to Kitty’s back, and more to create your own fun combinations! Then, color in your masterpiece!